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http://pirun.ku.ac.th/~fengwks/gis/lecture/7geoprocessing_6p.pdf

What can you accomplish with
GeoProcessing?

GeoProcessing is a way to create new 
data based on themes in your viewdata based on themes in your view.
1. To reduce the extent of a theme
2. To combine features in two or more 

themes
3. To use one theme’s data in another theme
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Reduce the Extent of Themef

Intersect two themes

Dissolve features based on an attributeDissolve features based on an attribute
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Combine features in two or more 
themes

Clip one theme based on another

Union two themes

Me ge themesMerge themes
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Use one theme’s data in another 
htheme

assign data by locationassign data by location

• Nearest

• Inside

• Part of
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GeoProcessingg

The GeoProcessing Wizard offers six 
geoprocessing options which are usedgeoprocessing options which are used 
to create or augment feature themes. 
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6 GeoProcessing Options

Dissolve
Merge
ClipClip
Intersect
Union
Assign data by location
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Assign data by location

GeoProcessing
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Dissolve

Dissolve features based on anDissolve features based on an 
attribute

Di l i f t i thDi l i f t i thDissolving features in a theme Dissolving features in a theme 
coalesces adjacent features that have coalesces adjacent features that have 
the same attribute value. the same attribute value. 
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Dissolve

) I) I th ( th )th ( th )a) Ina) In--theme (source theme)theme (source theme)

b) Dissolve Themeb) Dissolve Themeb) Dissolve Themeb) Dissolve Theme

c) Outc) Out--ThemeTheme
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c) Outc) Out ThemeTheme

Dissolve

SampleSample
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Merge

Merge themes togetherMerge themes together
Using merge is similar to unionUsing merge is similar to union
a new theme is created from multiple themes buta new theme is created from multiple themes but--a new theme is created from multiple themes but a new theme is created from multiple themes but 

their features are not intersected.their features are not intersected.
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Merge

This process will create one theme that 
contains the features of two or more 
themes. The new theme will contain 
the fields of one of the input themes. 

- If each of the other input themes have at 
least the same fields then all cells in the newleast the same fields, then all cells in the new 
theme’s attribute table will be populated.
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Merge (contd…)

- If any of the other input themes have- If any of the other input themes have 
additional fields, that data will not be included.

- If any of the other input themes are missing 
the fields then no data will be added to those fieldsthe fields then no data will be added to those fields
for the features of that other theme.
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Clip

li h b d h
In-Theme Clip-Theme Out-Theme

clip one theme based on another
To create a new theme by using a polygon theme 
( l d l h h )(or selected polygons in that theme) as a point, 
line, or polygon theme. The output theme will only 
contain data from the theme you're clippingcontain data from the theme you re clipping
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Clip (contd…)

Clip Polygon Theme

Clip Line Theme

Clip Point Themep
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Intersect
Intersect two themes

-To preserves those features falling within 
Spatial extent common to both themesSpatial extent common to both themes. 

-Features of  input theme are intersected by 
intersect themeintersect theme.

-Attribute data from both themes are 
l d d h ' b blincluded in new theme's attribute table.
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Intersect (contd…)
a) In-theme (source theme)
b) Intersect Theme (overlay theme)b) Intersect-Theme (overlay theme) 
c) Out-Theme
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Intersect (contd…)

Intersect on 
a polygon theme
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p yg

Intersect
( d )(contd…)

Intersect onIntersect on 
a line theme
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I t tIntersect
(contd )(contd…)

Intersect on a 
point theme
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point theme

Union
The Union process creates a new theme by 
overlaying two polygon themes. The output o e ay g t o po ygo t e es e output
theme contains the combined polygons and 
attributes of both themes. 
The polygons of the input theme are split at 
their intersection with polygons of the overlay 
theme. 
The feature attribute table for the output 
theme contains attributes from the input and 
overlay themes’ attribute tables.
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Union (contd…)
In-theme
Union theme
Out-themeOut theme
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Union (contd…)
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Assign data by locationg y
Assigning data by location uses a spatial g g y p
relationship to join data from one theme to 
another theme. 

Depending on the type of data you have theDepending on the type of data you have, the 
join will be one of three types of spatial 
relationships: 'nearest' 'inside' or 'part of'relationships: nearest , inside , or part of .
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Assign data by location
Nearest

If you're assigning data from a pointIf you re assigning data from a point 
theme to another point theme OR you're 
assigning data from a point theme to aassigning data from a point theme to a 
line theme, a 'Distance' field is 
automatically added to the theme you're y y
assigning data to, along with any other 
data in that theme. This 'Distance' field 

i h di hcontains the distance to the nearest 
feature.
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A i d t b l tiAssign data by location
InsideInside

If you're assigning data from a polygon theme 
to a point line or polygon theme the data willto a point, line, or polygon theme, the data will 
be joined to the point, line, or polygon that is 
contained by each of the polygonscontained by each of the polygons.
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A i d t b l tiAssign data by location
Part ofPart of

If you're assigning data from a line theme 
to another line theme data will be assignedto another line theme, data will be assigned 
from lines that are 'part of' (a sub-set of) 
the lines you're assigning data tothe lines you re assigning data to. 
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Question?Q ?
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